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DANCING FOR DOLLARS

Shamrock Showcase the ultimate dance off
BY RAVEN SWAYNE
@itsRavenDawn
More than 1,000 people
showed up to watch San Jose
State’s Greek organizations shake
it for a good cause.
Last Thursday was Shamrock

Showcase’s 18th annual appearance at the Event Center.
Kappa Delta Sorority hosted
its annual showcase in honor of
bringing together the SJSU Greek
community to help support its
national philanthropy, Prevent
Child Abuse America.

Prevent Child Abuse America is an organization founded by
the late Kappa Delta sister, Donna
Stone.
The purpose of the foundation
is to create a safe and healthy environment for children nationwide,
according to the Prevent Child

ON ICE

Alumni
game gets
physical

Abuse America official website.
Prevent Child Abuse America
has a chapter in all 50 states.
Last year, the sorority was able
to donate $16,000 to the organization and hopes they were able to
succeed that amount this year.
Erica Lopez, a participant in

the showcase representing Alpha
Omicron Pi Sorority and a justice
studies senior at SJSU, said she believes the event is really important
for students.
“It’s fun watching all the Greek
organizations show what they got,
put on a show for everyone and
raise money for Kappa Delta’s
philanthropy,” Lopez said.

SEE DANCE ON PAGE 3

EARLY BIRDS

Azteca Mexica New Year welcomed with tradition

Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage
BY JUSTIN EDRINGTON
@justineddy925
The San Jose State men’s hockey
team closed the books on the 2014–15
season with its annual alumni game
Saturday night at Sharks Ice arena.
The alumni team won last year’s
game for the first time ever, setting
the table for a tense match between
the current and former players.
In a high-scoring game the incumbent team fought back from a
10–6 second period deficit scoring six
unanswered goals in the third period
to win the game 12–10.
SJSU defenseman Cody Murphy
led the team with 48 points this season. Murphy finished the year with
34 assists and 14 goals.
“It was getting a little chippy out
there with the competition and the
grittiness,” Murphy said. “We had to
remind them that we were out there
to just have a little fun.”

SEE ALUMNI ON PAGE 8

OPINION

Shot officers
the last thing
Ferguson needs
BY RAPHAEL STROUD
@randomlyralph

Anastasiya Rakova | Spartan Daily
Susana Rubio, from Los Angeles Aztec group Yolotl Quetzal, dances to one of the many Aztec songs during the
Azteca Mexica New Year celebration.

Two police officers in Ferguson, Missouri, were shot during an
otherwise peaceful protest outside
of the town’s police department on
Thursday, March 12.
Neither of them died, but they
were said to be seriously injured.
It wouldn’t be much of a stretch
to assume the attack was triggered
by the Department of Justice report
that blacks were shown to be disproportionately targeted by police
compared to whites, even if whites
were more likely to have illegal possessions on them.
Ferguson was a mess even before
Michael Brown was shot—the publicity from Brown’s case made the
problem more apparent.
Even if you thought Brown was a
criminal who was gearing up to beat
the life out of former officer Darren
Wilson, I think we all can agree the
police department’s response to the
civil unrest was pretty bad.
If you want to prove to the
country your police department isn’t
the villain of the story, you generally want to avoid pointing guns at
protesters’ faces or dousing kids in
tear gas.

BY ANASTASIYA RAKOVA & DAVID BERMUDEZ
@ssupsface @Bermudez3_Dave

SEE FERGUSON ON PAGE 7

Performers in ornate costumes circled
the park, while women in braids carefully
laid out their handmade treasures and sweet
scents of grilled meat filled the air.
Among them, small children chased
colorful chickens as they roamed the grass,
while parents chatted nearby.
Hundreds of people gathered at Emma
Prusch Park in East San Jose to welcome in
the Azteca Mexica New Year.
Hosted by the Calpulli Tonalehqueh peo-

ple, attendees from all over California, including some from as far north as Oregon,
came down to celebrate.
The festivities began at 6 a.m. on Saturday and ended Sunday at 5 p.m.
From the moment attendees walked
into the park, they could hear the beating
of drums and the rain shaking sound coming from the maracas and ayoyotes, which
is a percussion instrument made up of hard
shells of the ayoyote tree, typically tied to
the ankle or wrist and heard every time the
Aztec dancers moved their feet.
“Seeing people come together at an event

like this gives you such a happy feeling,”
said Rodrigo Resendiz, who came with a
group of 50 people from Salinas to enjoy the
event. “It feels like you’re with your people.
It gives me great pleasure seeing the young
kids dance too because it shows that our traditions won’t die and it will keep on going.
They are the future of our traditions.”
At the entrance various food venders
greeted everyone selling tacos, burritos,
pupusas, mangoes on a stick and fruit
drinks.

SEE AZTECA ON PAGE 3

GOING GREEN

Get your green on today at O’Flaherty’s Irish Pub
BY COURTNEY KREITNER
@courtney_sjsu
Leprechaun lovers are out
in full force today, and if you
are not wearing green, you just
might get pinched.
St. Patrick’s Day is a day to remember one of Ireland’s patron
saints who died on March 17.
It is also a big celebration of
the Irish heritage for the Irish
abroad and at home, said David

Mulvehill, manager of O’Flaherty’s Irish Pub in Downtown
San Jose.
One of the only Irish pubs
just minutes away from San Jose
State University, O’Flaherty’s is
located in San Pedro Square on
North San Pedro Street.
The pub, which was established in 2002, started out as a
dream for owner Ray O’Flaherty
who moved from Ireland to the
U.S. in the ‘70s with his family.

Ireland is also known as the
Emerald Island for its endless
green hills, which is why the
color green is a traditional color
associated with St.Patrick’s Day.
People wear green as a tribute to the Irish heritage and believe the color brings good luck.
The holiday is widely celebrated across the world and
even San Jose Sharks wear a special jersey dedicated to this day.
“In Ireland it’s a national

holiday so work, school and
banks are all shut down and
everyone goes out drinking for
the day,” said Mulvehill, who
was born in Ireland but moved
to America in 2001.
There are many traditions
like the St. Paddy’s Day parade
including Irish dancers, bagpipers and marching bands.
A traditional Irish symbol is

SEE PUB ON PAGE 3
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Writing Skills Test loses multiple choice section
BY RIGOBERTO GOMES
@AskRigo
The Writing Skills Test, required for all San Jose State undergraduates, no longer has a multiple
choice section.
The Writing Requirements
Committee had reasons for this
drastic change.
“We wanted people to accelerate to graduation and make the
score reporting time less and you’ll
get your scores earlier, so it’ll be
better for registration,” said test
administrator Derrick Koh.
All CSU campuses applied the
Graduation Writing Assessment
Requirement in 1977, according to
Stephen Branz, associate dean
for undergraduate studies.
This writing assessment exam
evaluates the university level writing skills of students. Every student is required to pass both the
WST and 100W course to fulfill
the writing exam.
Students must complete the assessment before graduation.
In order for students to sign up
and take the exam they must complete both English 1A and English

PRIOR TO JANUARY 2015

AFTER JANUARY 2015

ESSAY

OBJECTIVE

STATUS

ESSAY SCORE

STATUS

12

50-75

Waiver Eligible*

11-12

Waiver Eligible*

11

69-75

Waiver Eligible*

7-10

Pass

11

50-68

Pass

6 or lower

Fail

8-10

50-75

Pass

7

60-75

Pass

6

63-75

Pass

All other combination of scores

Fail

*Waiver Eligible means you may be able to
waive the 100W course if your department
allows it. Check with your major/faculty
advisor for details.

Infographic by Patricia Lee
Information compiled by the Testing Office

1B with GE areas A2 and A3 with a
passing grade of C or higher.
The WST used to have a multiple choice and essay section, however after recent changes the test
only contains an essay portion.
The change was implemented
and became effective during this
spring semester.
Students taking the exam will
have to answer a prompt and will
be timed, based off the different
sections of the essay.
Students have 15 minutes to
brainstorm, 45 minutes to write
their prompt and 10 minutes to

proofread and make changes and
edits to their essay.
The total time of the new version of the exam is 1 hour, 10
minutes.
“It was felt that the essay
alone might be a better measure
and on top of that there was a
number of administrative reasons why it was more student
friendly to remove the objective (multiple choice) portion,”
Branz said.
A student who took the WST
prior to the change also took the
new exam with only the essay

portion and saw a difference.
“I find the new WST exam
better because I just focused on
writing and the old exam had
multiple choice which stressed
out more people,” said Lorraine
Wong, junior hospitality management major.
Wong received an email prior to taking the new WST exam
earlier this semester notifying
her that she would only be taking a writing portion.
Wong also discussed the difference the scores will be making for students.

“I did not pass the WST exam
by one point the first time I took
it last semester, which had to do
with the multiple choice section
and I’m still waiting for my results on this new WST exam I
recently took,” Wong said.
With a modification of the
WST exam also came a revision
for the exam scores.
“Eleven and 12 is a waiver eligible score, which means
that it’s eligible to waive the
100W requirement depending
on your major because some
majors require you to take the
100W even though you have the
waiver,” Koh said.
“The passing score would be
a 7 to 10, and anything below a
6 is a failing score.” Koh said.
The WST exam fee costs $38.
If students register late they are
charged a non-refundable late
fee of an additional $15.
Students can register for the
next WST exam before spots
get filled. The next test date is
on April 25.
Rigoberto Gomes is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

Leadership panelists get bold
BY R AECHEL PRICE
@rae_thecyborg
County Supervisor Cindy Chavez challenged panelists to be “bold and provocative” during a discussion she moderated
with local women leaders Friday.
The discusson highlighted the lack
of representation of women in key fields
and other specific hurdles women face in
leadership positions.
Distinguished speakers included the
founder of the Bay Area Women’s Sports
Initiative, Marlene Bjornsrud, local
businesswoman Tanya Monsef Bunger,
a student from Santa Clara University
and Vice Mayor Rose Herrera.

“My father did not believe women
were equals, and I challenged him a lot,”
Herrera said.
When Herrera was in high school, she
organized a protest against her school’s
policy prohibiting female students from
wearing pants.
Herrera was suspended for staging the
protest, and it was one of the few times
her mother stood up for her.
“She agreed with me, and that was really important to me,” Herrera said.
Bjornsrud noted the importance of
women’s representation in sports.
“Women are the invisible side of the
sports world,” Bjornsrud said.
The largest portion of media coverage

Raechel Price | Spartan Daily
French businesswoman Monique Lee, second from the left, speaks about
teaching French in Hong Kong during the leadership panel discussion.
is devoted to men’s sports, with only 4
percent of all media coverage devoted to
women’s sports, according to Bjornsrud.
Bjornsrud, who is the former general
manager of the San Jose CyberRays, the first
fully professional U.S. women’s soccer team,
said if you track women’s sports stories in
the news across any given week, “4 percent
is hard to reach.”
According to Bjornsrud, men’s sports,
particularly football and basketball, are the
biggest revenue producers for schools like
San Jose State.
The current rate of women coaching
women is 38 percent. Bjornsrud said
women in leadership positions are critically important for young women and
girls who want to play sports.
Double standards were a common
theme among the issues raised during
the discussion.
Bunger, who is also chair of the board of
the Global Women’s Leadership Network,
said women in male-dominated fields feel
they must be fully or overly qualified when
applying for positions, whereas men feel
they can grow into a position.
Bunger spoke about the double standards
for women in business, where being tough
can mean being called nasty names.
She spoke about the role language has
in shaping how we view women in leadership positions.
“We need to watch our own language
when we describe other women,” Bunger
said.

Lori Durako, assistant director for student leadership at Santa Clara University, spoke about the need for mentorship
among young women leaders, to reach out
and encourage leadership capabilities in
young girls.
Durako said regardless of actual skill
or prior training, “women are concerned
about preparedness in a way men aren’t.”
Elizabeth Furrow, senior sociology major
at SCU, agreed guidance and support from
female mentors will mitigate some of that
self-doubt young women feel.
Furrow called for mentorship to provide
support networks to recognize excellence in
young women and foster their potential.
For Herrera, representation and support are vital to increasing the amount of
women in male-dominated fields.
“Silence is the problem,” Herrera said.
In its closing calls to action, Bunger encouraged the audience to “find something
you are passionate about, and take a step
in that direction.”
The American Association of University
Women hosted the event in celebration of
Women’s History Month at the Isaac Newton Senter Auditorium at the Santa Clara
County Government Center. The event
was co-sponsored by the Global Women’s
Leadership Network, SJSU’s women, gender and sexuality studies, the Commission
on the Status of Women and the Santa
Clara County Office of the Women’s Policy.
Raechel Price is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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Homelessness highlighted
outside State of the City
BY R ANDY VAZQUEZ
@v5randy
The State of the City
Celebration served as a
platform for San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo to address the current state of
the city and future plans.
However, while many rejoiced inside the auditorium at Independence High
School Saturday, others
outside remembered 2014
in a murkier light.
For Robert Aguirre,
2014 was a year when he,
like hundreds of others,
lost his home, community and sense of belonging.
Aguirre was part of the
several hundred people
who were moved from
“the Jungle,” a homeless
community on Story Road
by Coyote Creek.
“The city has mounted
an attack on the homeless and has began to hunt
them down and they fi nd
them wherever they are
located,” Aguirre said. “It
was an embarrassment to
the city not because they
wanted to close it.”
One of the groups that
received the Pride of San
Jose Award on Saturday was
the Homelessness Response
Team that was involved in
removing “the Jungle.”

Evacuating the members of the 68-acre piece
of land where “the Jungle”
was located was a project
that was intended to relocate the existing members
of the camp and provide
housing for them. While
many were fortunate to
receive housing vouchers,
others are still waiting for
a housing opportunity.
“Right now we are
constrained by available
housing,” said Salvador
Alvarez executive analyst
officer of economic development. “We actually
have lots of people who
have vouchers to get housing but there is no available units to put them in.”
Aguirre is one of the fortunate former residents of
“the Jungle” who was able
to find housing through the
voucher program.
“I know lots of people who were not as fortunate,” Aguirre said. “I
know people who have
vouchers in hand who
still can’t get housing.”
According to Alvarez,
the lack of housing for the
former members of “the
Jungle” is not due to lack
of effort but the scarcity
of housing in the area.
Some of the topics that
were discussed during
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the three-leaf clover and traditional foods are corned beef and
cabbage, along with Shepherd’s
Pie.
O’Flaherty’s will begin St.

Patrick’s Day by opening two
hours earlier at 9 a.m., and
serve traditional Irish foods.
They will have four Irish
beers on tap including Guinness
Smithwicks, a red ale, Guinness
Harp, an Irish lager, and O’Flaherty’s Green Brew.

AZTECA
FROM PAGE 1

Aztec headdresses, Peruvian ponchos,
traditional Mexican dresses and a medley
of Latin-American-inspired art lined the
perimeters of the park, while other booths
offered face painting and crafting activities.
The main attraction was in the epicenter,
where Aztec dancers of all ages moved to
the beat of drums and a flute. Each song and
beat represented a different dance for the
gods and welcomed the new year.
Mario Hernandez traveled by bus from
Oregon to partake in the festivities.
“Having this event here is an awesome
thing because it is showing our tradition
and culture and I really enjoy this and
feel that it is something that we need to
keep on doing,” Hernandez said.
After each five-minute dance, other
Aztec dancers walked around blowing
incense and handed out water and fruit
to keep the dancers hydrated before continuing the performance.

DANCE
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Raffle tickets were sold
at the entrance and prizes
included: an Xbox One,
a 32-inch television, perfume and cologne package, a movie combo package and much more.
Before the show began,
Kappa Delta premiered a
short video about the importance of preventing child
abuse and neglect. The video can be seen on its Facebook page later this week.
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity started the show with an
upbeat dance performance
to a mix of hip-hop and
rhythm and blues songs.
Emerald Green, one of
the judges and a member
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority was pleased with her
first time at the showcase.
“I think it was great,”
Green said. “They prepared
it well and the performances were awesome so it was a
good experience.”

Saturday’s meeting were
homelessness, city safety and an estimated
completion date of 2017
for BART services to
San Jose. Another topic
brought up by Liccardo is
the importance of education amongst the youth.
Maria Martinez, a
member of a nonprofit
organization Somos Mayfair, said education is important for students but
also the parents.
The group works to
educate Latino parents
on what they should be
teaching their children
in regards to schoolwork,
and also certain procedures that can be taken to
communicate with school
officials.
“Education is important for us because we want
that change,” Martinez
said. “In our neighborhood the motto is ‘get out
if you can’ and we want
to empower education so
that one day we can have
a lawyer, a doctor or even
the next president of the
United States come out of
our neighborhood.”
The State of the City
event also honored several members of the city’s
various branches.
The Pride of San Jose

Green said she enjoyed
seeing a diverse community
come together.
After intermission, one
member from each performing sorority and fraternity was chosen to do an improvised dance to any song
chosen by the disc jockey.
The improvisation portion had dance moves ranging from line dancing to
twerking.
After the raffle drawing,
emcees Rachel Davis and
Amanda Rashtian, event
coordinator Monique Abraham and all members of
Kappa Delta announced the
winners onstage.
There was a good variety
of awards such as “people’s
choice award” and “best
lip-syncing.”
The winners for first,
second and third place
were chosen not only by
the groups’ performance
but also by the points they
received throughout the
week from its participation
in other fundraising events.

Raven Swayne | Spartan Daily
Audience members including Mayor Sam Liccardo dance during the State
of the City Celebration at Independence High School on Saturday morning.

Raven Swayne | Spartan Daily
Students from Independence High School perform a Lion Dance for the
State of the City Celebration on Saturday morning.
award was given to San
Jose
Officer
Anthony Kilmer, Downtown
Streets Team, Homelessness Response Team, San
Jose Recreations Pre-

SJSU alumni Greg and Vernie Mast have been regular customers at O’Flaherty’s since it
first opened.
They said they enjoy the atmosphere, they know everyone
there and it is a very friendly
pub.

40-year-old Manuel Garcia has been
an Aztec dancer for eight years and
came with his group In Lak’ech that
is based in Hayward, and was wearing
blue and blue-green feathered attire that
represented the rain god.
“Every culture has their own new
year and we’re doing this hoping to
bring the community together and letting Latinos know we have our own new
year,” Garcia said. “It’s great seeing the
young kids participate in this event because that’s who we do it for, everything
we learn and sacrifice we pass it on to
our children.”
As the Sunday evening wound down,
Deja Vu, a Carlos Santana-inspired band,
left the young and old dancing away.
Cassandra Morales, the lead singer
from Fremont, joined the band specifically for this event.
“It’s fun. I like funk and old school,”
Morales said.
Anastasiya Rakova and David Bermudez are Spartan Daily staff writers.

Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity was announced as
the first place winner of
the night.
Jesus Del Real, a senior
kinesiology major and a
member of the winning fraternity, said he was happy
his fraternity was awarded
for all of its hard work.
“We put in a lot of work
all week, mainly for one
goal, we wanted to win it
for our brother that passed
away, Chi Lam,” Del Real
said.
Lam was a member of
Delta Sigma Phi who passed
away in October after being
hit by a drunk driver.
Del Real said he was
proud of himself and his
fraternity brothers for winning the showcase in Lam’s
honor.
“All of this is for him,”
Del Real said.
To learn more about
Kappa Delta’s philanthropy
visit preventchildabuse.org.
Raven Swayne is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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school team and Workforce Support and Development Strategy.
Other honorees included Julie Reynolds-Grabbe, the Oak Grove Neigh-

“This is a good place to be for
St. Patrick’s Day, we will be here
early,” Vernie Mast said.
The Masts, who used to own
the British pub Trials on First
Street, now spend more time at
O’Flaherty’s.
Performances by local Irish

borhood Association and
Somos Mayfair, amongst
several others.
Randy Vazquez is
a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

dancers will start around 5 p.m.
at O’Flaherty’s followed by traditional Irish music and live local Irish bands The Wild Rovers
and Plastic Paddies.
Courtney Kreitner is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage

BY DAVID BERMUDEZ
@Bermudez_ Dave
Master magician and mentalist
Jay Alexander wowed an intimate
San Jose audience at the Method
42 Showroom on Friday.
Prior to the show, “Mind
Tricks Live,” Alexander mingled
and talked with the early birds,
before beginning his show by
proclaiming that he would perform a “miracle.”
Alexander had a trick which
used several books and he told an
audience member to pick a book, a
page and word from the top of the
page. Before the audience member
told him the chosen word, Alexander wrote “treasure” on a white
board which was the exact word
the audience member picked.
“It only gets better,” Alexander
said.
For his next trick, Alexander
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Mind tricks at Method 42
showed the crowd how he is able
to guess the name of a childhood
friend by being a human lie detector. He called on an attendee,
Christina, to come onstage and
write the name of a childhood
friend on a paper and then rip it up.
He asked Christina to say
“yes” every time he asked her if
her name was Christina. He then
asked her the same question but
told her to say “no” it wasn’t her
name. By doing so he tried to recognize when she was lying by the
pitch in her voice.
Alexander recited every letter in the alphabet before guessing the first letter of the name.
Christina said “no” to each letter
he said. After going from A to Z,
Alexander guessed Christina’s
childhood friend’s name started
with the letter V before guessing
Vanessa, which was the name
Christina had written down.

“He’s a fantastic showman,”
said 30-year San Jose resident
Andy Lerner. “He’s unbelievable.
My favorite trick was the phone
book because it’s completely unbelievable there’s no way that’s
possible.”
Alexander pulled out a thick
San Francisco phone book with
399 pages of it dedicated to residential phone numbers. Three
audience members each called
out a page number. Each said another number to choose a column
from the page. The last member
went to those pages and columns
to picked out a listed number.
Feeling the tension from the
audience, Alexander pulled out
a long white scroll, opened it and
read the exact phone numbers
picked from the phone book.
“I really liked it, he was really
good,” said San Jose resident Alix
Aragon. “I thought he did a really

Fat Tuesday: Chew on barbecue
BY DARBY BROWN-KUHN
@darbk5352
With spring break approaching, I present a barbecue edition of Fat Tuesday. I visited two eateries of
iconic American food, so
without further ado, let’s
talk barbecue.
To me hot dogs are synonymous with grills and
barbecue. If you’re craving
dogs, brats or sausages,
head over to Happy Dog on
284 South 11th st.
It’s menu consists of 18
hot dog variations such as
bratwurst, kielbasa and
gourmet sausages which
can be made with pineapple or lemon chicken.

And if you're one of
those vegetarian types
who feels this place doesn't
support your diet, don't
act like a martyr and go to
Happy Dog anyway. They
also have versions of the
calabrese and kielbasa that
are made from tofu.
I sampled bratwurst and
hot links, both were juicy
and fresh. They’re served on
a toasted sourdough roll for
the perfect mix of crunch
and flavor. It holds the dog
comfortably and tastes
amazing when covered with
condiments that are available near the counter.
That is especially true
with the bratwurst when
coupled with steamy sauer-

kraut and hot mustard. The
condiments mesh together
wonderfully and enhance
the flavor of the brat.
The hot link packs a
kick, which makes sense for
a Louisiana-themed sausage, and tastes even better
when partnered with fresh
chopped onions, ketchup
and barbecue sauce.
These dogs are as delicious as they are affordable.
Large dogs cost just
$5.45 and regular dogs are
a bargain at $3.75.
The cook at Happy Dog,
Joe Dinh, said that he loves
serving students and they
are “priority number one” in
regards to his customer base.
It’s large eating patio

Rain Stites | Spartan Daily
Magic Show attendee Heather Lerner of San Jose blindfolds
magician, Jay Alexander as he guesses random objects
chosen by the audience.
good job and he was very confident. Sometimes when someone
doesn’t seem confident you feel
worried that stuff isn’t going to
turn out right and he knew what
was he was doing.”
The show was intimate, Alexander captivated the audience the
entire time he was onstage.
“I like being able to connect
with the audience and so I love
doing the small venues,” Alex-

offers customers space to
relax while eating.
The Stanley Cup of grill
and barbecue enthusiasts
everywhere is the hamburger.
Enjoy a burger at Sliders Burger on 1645 West
San Carlos st. This location
has the ambience of a classic American diner, black
and white checkered walls,
paintings of Marilyn Monroe and 49ers legend Joe
Montana.
The high quality burgers will make you come
back time and time again.
The patties are made
fresh every morning at
their in-house butcher
shop, and it also offers exotic meats. Patties made of
elk, bison, wild boar, ostrich and even salmon can

ander said. “It’s different when
you can actually see the people.
I do things in Vegas where there
are a couple of thousand people
and the spotlight is in your eye
and you can’t see a thing. Even
though the audience is having
a great time, I don’t feel like I’m
connected as well or as much as I
would like to.”
David Bermudez is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

be ordered.
The most expensive
burger is the 8-ounce ostrich burger at $11, but others are fairly priced between
$5.25-7.50, a steal considering how fresh the meat is.
Behold the condiment
bar, including peppers and
olives, assorted across 18
trays—allowing you to freely customize your food.
Restaurant owner Young
Wang recommended that
I try the bison burger, and
that was the best decision I
made all week.
When my burger came
out with the just the patty
and bun, I could’ve eaten
it right then but the condiment bar beckoned.
A heaping helping of
romaine lettuce, tomatoes,
red onions, pickles and

Thousand Island dressing
complimented the cheese
and bacon, which I paid
$1.45 extra for, and my
work of culinary art was
complete. I haven’t experienced a burger this tasty in
a very long time.
The bison had a leaner
taste to it but was packed
full of juicy flavor that I
savored with every bite. I
knew my selections were
perfect when I noticed the
pool of Thousand Island
dressing and grease on my
tray, the perfect dipping
mix for my side of sweet
potato fries.
Whether you want a
traditional burger or something more exotic, Sliders
is the perfect place for you.
Darby Brown-Kuhn is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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The Ghost Inside
possesses the Catalyst
BY STACY TORRES
@Stacy_Towers
Chaos reigned on Saturday night as
The Ghost Inside played the second show
of the Out of Control Tour at The Catalyst nightclub in Santa Cruz.
Bay Area native band Aethere opened
the show with In Hearts Wake, Gideon
and The Acacia Strain.
The Ghost Inside singer Jonathan Vigil was eager to perform new songs from
the band’s latest album “Dear Youth.”
“We haven’t really fully hit places with
our new stuff so we’re looking forward to
playing tonight and seeing how it goes,”
Vigil said.
Singer Vincent Bennett of the The
Acacia Strain was pleased to finally be
back on the road.
“Sometimes when you’re home you
get such like, I don’t know, a cabin fever
almost and it’s just nice to be able to get
out and see the world and play shows in
front of people who actually care about
what you are doing,” Bennett said.
The Santa Cruz heat added to the feverish fans yearning to push and shove
their way through the crowded venue.
Progressive metalcore band Aethere
only fueled the fire with its raw and
almost grotesque-sounding guitars
mashed with vocalist Cody Fuentes’ guttural growls.
Playing for the very first time in the
U.S., Australian natives In Hearts Wake
followed with a more melodic yet powerful sound.
The band’s backdrop, a haunting image of a girl with a hypnotizing gaze,
came to life with the seizure-inducing
lights covering the entire crowd and
stage.
When Gideon came onstage shortly
after, the crowd got bigger and louder and
the mosh pit was churning.
Vocalist Daniel McWhorter demanded the audience fight any adversity they
face and in a harsh snarl said, “If you

want it California, you must go and get
it!”
By the time The Acacia Strain hit the
stage, the event had reached a whole other level of intensity.
Stage divers flew across and over as
audience members tried to get closer to
the band while security guards quickly
picked them up and led them back to the
crowd.
Bennett gave audience members a
taste of what they were in for if they had
never heard them before.
“For those of you who aren’t familiar
with this band we are a very negative, a
very angry group of individuals,” Bennett said. “I am a miserable human being
and I want nothing more than to spread
my misery on to all of you and to turn
that smile into a frown.”
Bennett started hurling water bottles
like stones into the crowd, spitting water
into their faces only feeding the frenzy of
the fans.
The Ghost Inside finally took over the
stage with one of it’s newest songs, “Dear
Youth.”
Its outstanding performance was captivating and had the whole crowd head
banging and singing along.
The message was completely different
from The Acacia Strain’s.
“I want you guys to know that if people don’t believe in you, it’s no reason to
get discouraged,” Vigil said to fans. “Use
that as fuel to prove them wrong and
f---ing achieve your dreams.”
At certain points, Vigil would hand
the microphone to a lucky fan and have
them sing the entire chorus.
For the encore, the band performed
“Avalanche” and “Engine 45.”
All the bands delivered a powerful
show and connected with the fans in thier own way whether it was with encouraging words or allowing them to exorcise
their demons in the pit.
Stacy Torres is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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Fine arts seniors display exhibits
BY JUSTIN SAN DIEGO
@incrediblejsd
Six fine art seniors displayed exhibitions in the
Art building on Tuesday,
March 10, to partially fulfi ll their Bachelor of Fine
Arts requirements.
Brittany Hover created
“A Bump in the Night,”
display in Belcher Gallery,
of black and white photographs of childhood fears.
“I wanted to do something that made people
uncomfortable but wanted it to be cohesive,” Hover said.
Some of the subjects
included a demon under a
bed, a clown and a ghostly
creature.
A string of LED lights
shined behind each photo
printed on Plexiglas.
“I used the LED lights
to make it look like a night
light,” Hover said.
Daniel Salcedo presented five photos with
altered backgrounds in
Gallery 5, titled “Shifting
Horizons.”
Salcedo said he used
compositing techniques
to blend backgrounds.
Each of the five photos
included a model or subject shot in a photography studio with distorted
background features. The
settings blended a photography studio with water
waves, a field of flowers
and more unusual settings.
The piece “Immaculate
Selfie” featured a blonde
female wearing a skirt
leaping into the air holding her phone as if she was

taking a selfie. It had a studio background, but the
floor was edited to appear
like an ocean surface with
waves and ripples.
“All
photographers
create a reality that the
viewer is looking," Salcedo said. “I create photos
that looks like they could
be real, but isn’t by using
Photoshop and lighting
techniques.”
The Herbert Sanders
Gallery is empty except
for a lamp, table, chair and
wooden box with a ferris
wheel figure inside.
Sarah Wright handmade a sheer lampshade,
wooden table and metal
ferris-wheel figure for her
exhibition
“Something
Like Home.”
“I love history and
found-object art, and
that's what my exhibition
represents,” Wright said.
The ferris wheel had
many small metal pieces
that were challenging geometrically, said Wright.
The Black Gallery hosted Carolyn Rowe’s exhibit
“In Between.” Rowe presented 18 portraits, two of
which were self-portraits.
Similar to Salcedo,
Rowe used compositing.
“All my subjects are my
friends or myself," Rowe
said. "It’s important to
have people connect to my
paintings and I can do it
better when I already connect to the person.”
The collection was
about being “in between,”
Rowe said.
“It's about that feeling
of being between a child
and adult, living in be-

tween one place and another," Rowe said, "something that's relevant for
young adults and college
students.”
Kelly Otsuka's “In the
Dark” exhibition featured
five paintings in Gallery 8.
Three of the five paintings were portraits mostly
composed of black paint
of her mother, sister and
herself.
The exhibit represented
her mother being diagnosed with a hereditary
brain disease called Moyamoya in 2009, according
to Otsuka's statement.
The other two paintings were completely covered in black paint. The
paint was laid on so thick
it raised off of the canvas,
adding depth to the normally flat surface.
Cynthia Cao displayed
22 pieces titled “Field
Notes.”
“It's a printmaking
show that is about the
intersection of art and
science, inspired by geological processes, systems of organization and
nature,” Cao said.
One art piece was a
large canvas that had several jars lined up neatly in
rows and columns. Each
jar was labeled with a correct term for a group of
certain animals such as
“parliament of owls” and
“pack of wolves.”
The next student gallery opening is today at 6
p.m. in the Art building.
Justin San Diego is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Going vegetarian
is good for you and
the environment
Can I call it barbaric to
rely on animal products for
a food source?
Eating a diet high in
red meat and other animal
products is bad for you, and
it’s bad for the Earth.
The Bay Area is a very
environmentally-conscious
part of the country. With
the Central Valley just below
us, and the ever-boundary-pushing progressive
institutions Stanford and UC
Berkeley to our north, we
should be more conscious
about our food.
I eat a plant-based diet.
That means no meat, dairy
or eggs.
I went vegetarian for
health reasons. I’m going
vegan for political ones.
Plant-based diets are the
better option for overall
health benefits. They are
also cheaper and better for
the environment.
Brown University’s department of health services
outlines the benefits of vegetarian diets on its website.
According to the American Diabetes Association,
vegetarians have a lower risk
of developing heart disease,
diabetes and some cancers.
That’s on the macro,
life-long level. Proximally,
vegetarians experience improvement in weight loss or
management and an overall
improvement in energy and
moods.
Vegetarian diets are also
lower in cholesterol, saturated fats and other unsavory
side effects of eating meat
such as hormone disruption.
I’ve found that, since going
plant-based, my premenstrual symptoms have decreased
significantly.

“

$8 for a
pound of
ground beef.
That’s more
than 15 percent
of my grocery
budget on
something I
can get four
servings out of.
No thank
nks
If you’re smart about
it, there are no vitamin or
protein deficiencies in a
vegetarian or even vegan
diet. Brown recommends
vegetarians pay attention to
the five categories in particular—calcium, protein,
iron, zinc and vitamins D
and B-12.
Since there is no plantbased source for vitamin
B-12 or zinc, vegetarians
have to seek them out in a

TEASER

Raechel Price

Follow Raechel
on Twitter
@rae_thecyborg
fortified milk or nutritional
yeast. Most milk substitutes
are fortified with the missing nutrients.
For bonus points, high
fiber, chlorophyll and other
good stuff for your body
that your new diet is full of
means you’ll smell awesome,
if you smell like anything
at all.
And your skin clears up.
Goodbye acne!
It kind of feels like hacking your own body into a
better version of itself.
Going vegetarian also
means paying closer attention to your food.
The more you pay attention to what your food is,
the more you start to notice
its sources and means of
production.
Meat is expensive, and
quality meat from an ethical
farm source even more so:
$8 for a pound of ground
beef. That’s more than
15 percent of my grocery
budget on something I can
get four servings out of. No
thanks.
According to Vegetarian Times magazine, meat
accounts for 10 percent of
Americans’ food spending.
“Eating vegetables, grains
and fruits in place of the
200 pounds of beef, chicken
and fish each non-vegetarian eats annually would cut
individual food bills by an
average of $4,000 a year,”
states an article in the magazine.
By not consuming meat
and dairy products, I am
also reducing my carbon
footprint.
Seventy percent of all
grain produced in the U.S.
is fed to animals raised for
slaughter. That’s over 90 million acres of the 129.7 million
acres of corn and wheat the
U.S. produced in 2011.
Imagine how many people we could feed with even
half that grain freed up.
The Environmental
Protection Agency estimates
95 percent of toxic pesticide
residue in the typical American diet comes from meat,
fish and dairy products. Not
to mention foodborne germs
like E. coli and salmonella.
Plant-based diets are good
for your body, your wallet and
our mother Earth.
Raechel Price is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

An omnivorous
lifestyle is healthy
and traditional

Darby Brown-Kuhn

Follow Darby
on Twitter
@darbk5352
I wonder what a vegan
could bring to a barbecue on
a hot summer day.
Quinoa? Tofu? Faux milk?
Food items like these
would stand out like a tree in
the Kalahari Desert.
A few partygoers might
sample them, but the majority of the crowd would leave it
alone in favor of hamburgers,
hot dogs and other barbecue
staples that we’ve become
accustomed to seeing.
To be fair, I understand
why going vegan is becoming
increasingly popular.

“

Alm
Almost
every
terr
terrestrial
animal would
be on the menu
and given
our country’s
hankering for
meat, most
of our native
wildlife would
be extinct
nct

Plant-based diets are high
in dietary fiber and rich in
protein, essential vitamins
and minerals.
But do you know what
also has protein and is a
good source for vitamins and
minerals?
That’s right, meat.
According to medicaldaily.
com, meat is a common source
of vitamins A, B and D.
These vitamins promote
stronger teeth and bones,
improved vision and help
support the central nervous
system.
Plus, the higher calorie
content in meat satisfies
hunger more effectively than
an equivalent portion of
vegetables.
There are health problems
that can result from having
a meat-free diet according to
sfgate.com.
For women of child-rearing age, iron deficiency anemia is a condition that can
occur in vegetarians because
they don’t receive necessary
iron levels from plants.
To be clear, the vegan diet
has its advantages.

According to vegetarian-nutrition.info, vegans are
thinner, have lower blood
pressure levels, blood cholesterol and LDL levels than
other vegetarians and people
with meat diets.
Eating a plant-only diet,
however, limits important
nutrients the human body
requires to be healthy.
Cutting out dairy reduces
calcium and vitamin D levels, which can lead to lower
bone density levels making
them prone to fracturing.
Vegans can get their
calcium from vegetables such
as broccoli and kale, but they
need to consume over 525
milligrams of calcium daily
to ensure their bones stay
healthy.
A person who regularly
consumes meat and dairy
doesn’t need to worry about
daily calcium levels, because
the concentration of the
mineral along with vitamin
D is much higher.
Saving animals is another
reason why vegans choose
their lifestyle. Who hasn’t
seen those animal cruelty
videos that show chickens
imprisoned in cramped cages
and cattle that are lined up
inside slaughterhouses?
However, I say this to the
animal lovers who persuade
me to truly care about farm
animals by not eating them:
These animals’ fates are
conceived before they’re even
born; they are raised solely for
the purpose to be consumed.
If we didn’t cultivate livestock, imagine the alternative—almost every terrestrial
animal would be on the
menu and given our country’s hankering for meat,
most of our native wildlife
would be extinct.
Does a pack of lions feel
remorse after killing a wildebeest or zebra?
Yes lions don’t cultivate
livestock on farms like us,
but we’re the apex predator
on this planet.
We eliminated the need to
hunt because we got tired of
chasing down and shooting
our prey.
Another alternative is to
cut down on the amount of
meat you consume.
You don’t need to eat meat
every day, but having it one
to three times a week will be
enough to fortify your diet.
Remember that we, Homo
sapiens, evolved as omnivores and that’s why we have
canines as well as molars to
handle multiple types of food.
It’s silly to go vegan considering our species’ history
as predators. We didn’t
evolve to this point so we can
eliminate a food source that
we’ve been consuming for
thousands of years.
Darby Brown-Kuhn is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Good cops, good cameras

FINGER TO THE PULSE
Jeremy Cummings

Follow Jeremy
on Twitter
@JeremyCummings3
Police and law enforcement have an
incredibly hard job to do, and despite how
it may seem, many officers and police
departments do it very well.
Most of what we hear about the police
is terrible news. Tragic events in Ferguson, Missouri, and New York are played
on an endless loop these days.
If one were to take everything in the
media at face value, as I’m sure some

people do, one might think that the police
are an occupying army bent on full-scale
totalitarian oppression.
There is an ever-present idea that the
police are out to get everyone and all
police racially profi le blacks and Latinos
to their hearts’ content.
There are good police departments out
there, though, with good officers doing
quality police work.
Richmond, California, is often thought
of as a violent and dangerous city despite
a steadily declining murder rate since
2007, according to citydata.com.
However, the city’s police department
has only been responsible for one killing
since 2007 based on reports from Bay
Area news outlets.
Richmond’s police department, under
the direction of Chief Chris Magnus, is
trained to use extreme discretion when
discharging firearms and officers are subject to extreme review when they do.
Officers are also trained to use nonlethal measures such as tasers and pepper
spray rather than resorting to deadly force
in many situations.
If all officers were trained like this,
we might see fewer Michael Browns and

FERGUSON

Eric Garners.
Camden, New Jersey, for many years
had the highest murder rate in the country, even topping cities such as Detroit
and Chicago which regularly make the
news for violent crimes.
The city’s economy reached such lows
that at one point there was no supermarket to buy food. Camden was declared a
food desert by the FDA, according to a
Rolling Stone article.
Drug-related crime ruled the city and
the police department had all but given
up on ever improving it.
In 2013, however, the police department underwent a drastic overhaul,
implementing a controversial surveillance
program and restructured the way its
officers patrol the city.
The expansive surveillance program
includes 121 cameras, license plate scanners on patrol cars and a microphone
system to detect gunshots that is accurate
to within a few meters.
Of course the very idea of any surveillance by law enforcement inspires outrage
in many people, but in this case it works.
Transparency is key here—citizens are
allowed to see certain views from the

Raphael Stroud

FROM PAGE 1
Likewise, it doesn’t inspire confidence
when details are released about how improperly the crime scene was handled, from
measurements and forensics to the battery
dying in the medical examiner’s camera.
And it helps if you don’t use smear tactics and secrecy to clear your name.
The Ferguson Police Department
thought it could walk away from everything unscathed after Wilson was cleared
of any charges.
Then the DOJ released the findings of its
investigation and slammed the department
for its unethical law enforcement practices, and officials and officers alike began to
resign as the outrage overwhelmed them.
All of that being said, no matter how
inept and incompetent or downright corrupt the police department is, that does not
give anyone the right to shoot officers in
retaliation.
“No justice, no peace” suddenly becomes
meaningful in a way that it really shouldn’t,
because now the shooting will just affirm what opponents say about Ferguson
protesters all the time: that they’re violent
rioters who deserve to have the police come
down hard on them, regardless of how
peaceful the majority of them are.
Luckily neither of the officers died, but
still, whoever fired those shots might as
well have turned the gun on the protesters,
because those are the people who are really
going to be hurt by this.
All the shooting did was undermine the
efforts for reforming the police department.
Police have started a manhunt, where
dozens have been arrested in connection to
the shooting, days before 20-year-old Jeffry
Williams was charged for the crime.
People have had their houses raided by
SWAT teams just for being at the protest,
like the granddaughter of Iris Turning, who
told her story to Anderson Cooper on CNN.
But I’m not entirely sure who’s worse—
the people who wish the officers had died
(who you can easily find on YouTube or
Twitter) or the people who are using the
event as a way to excuse the police and turn
it into a political attack.
Sean Hannity and Lou Dobbs at Fox
News are using it to stir up criticism
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Follow Raphael
on Twitter
@randomlyralph

“
”

If yo
you want to
prove to the country
that your police
department isn’t the
villain of the story,
you generally want to
avoid pointing guns
at protesters’ faces or
dousing kids in te
tear
gas
as

against President Barack Obama and
Attorney General Eric Holder among Fox’s
millions of viewers.
It doesn’t matter to them or others like
them that the president, the attorney general
and the protesters have criticized the shooting and have emphasized that all efforts at
reform should be peaceful and united.
The shots were fired, and they tarnished
what should have been a victory for the
people of Ferguson.
Raphael Stroud is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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cameras and communicate freely with the
police to inform them of criminal activity.
Yes these are heavy-handed measures,
and the program has been likened by
some to an Orwellian police state, but extreme problems call for extreme solutions.
Many of Camden’s residents feel much
safer, and the program has reduced drug
activity in Camden and in neighboring
communities.
If you think about it, though, surveillance is too ubiquitous not to be used in
law enforcement. Even citizens constantly
put police under surveillance, training
their phone cameras on officers hoping to
catch some sort of injustice.
Constant vigilance exists on both sides
of an endless standoff that is perpetuated
by the media.
Bad cops and crooked commanders
do exist, but the media should let people
know about the big picture.
Positive messages will inspire positive
change, and we’ll need all the positivity
we can get going into the future.
Jeremy Cummings is a Spartan Daily
staff writer. Finger to the Pulse runs
every other Tuesday.

Golden State Warriors
belong in Oakland
The Golden State Warriors. Many
outside the state may ask where is
Golden State? Well I’ll tell you where
it isn’t—it isn’t in San Francisco, or at
least not yet. Right now it lies in the
heart of the East Bay in Oakland and
that’s where it should stay.
Yes it’s true. If you haven’t heard,
the Warriors are moving to San
Francisco.
Ground has yet to be broken, but
according to ESPN.com, new owner
Joe Lacob has purchased property
and plans to move the team.
While some people in the 415
might be happy about this recent
development, I am not.
Why does this suck, you ask?
Three words: pricing, location and
proximity.
Ever heard the phrase, ‘If it’s not
broke don’t fi x it?”
Well the Warriors aren’t broke. In
fact they are one of the best teams in
the league. A big part of that success
is due to the diehard fans that fill
Oracle Arena every night.
The Warriors have over 100
straight sellouts. Last season
803,436 fans came to see the team.
How are they rewarding these fans?
By moving the team.
While a new shiny stadium is
nice, with it come new shiny prices.
Everything from the tickets, to
parking and beer will increase and
potentially pricing out many of the
same fans who have been so dedicated to the team.
Okay, I know what you’re
thinking. Dedicated fans will go
anywhere to watch the Warriors
right? Let’s talk about the logistics
of making the entire Bay Area go
to San Francisco, one of the most
traffic-ridden cities in the country.
The 49ers’ old stadium, Candlestick Park, was a traffic nightmare
and Giants games are not much
better. The new stadium will be
even further south of AT&T, making it far away from BART and any
major freeway.
Thousands of fans will be

Justin Edrington

Follow Justin
on Twitter
@justineddy925
fighting crowded San Francisco
streets at a cost and time delay that
currently does not exist.
Oracle Arena in Oakland is the
most accessible stadium on the West
Coast. Oracle has the 880 freeway, a
major Bay Area artery, on one side
and direct BART access on the other.
Oracle also has more than enough
parking and space for cars.
With the added hassle of traveling
to the city and the inevitable surge in
price, I am afraid the dynamic of the
fans will change and the Warriors
will lose a bit of that home crowd
magic they have right now. The Warriors currently have the best home
record in the NBA at 27–2.
Look at the 49ers situation last
year. The team moved to a nearby city
and into a nice new stadium, then
proceeded to go from championship
contenders to playoff wannabes. The
homefield atmosphere changed as
prices went up and the 49ers lost.
The Warriors have finally found
success. Why tamper with that
formula? Why rock the boat?
With the Warriors moving to San
Francisco, the Raiders more than
likely going down to Los Angeles
and the A’s suing Major League
Baseball for the right to move to the
South Bay, Oakland may not have a
single team before long.
Justin Edrington is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

Dear Editor,

LETTERS TO
O
THE EDITOR

I am writing to you in reference to the article by David Bermudez titled “Tanking is Never the Answer for Your
Team to Get an Advantage” from the Thursday, March 5 issue.
I was surprised to learn about the prevalence of “tanking” because I didn’t know it was that common, especially
in more competitive leagues. I would say that something should be done about this, but I’m not sure how it could be
addressed.
It was interesting to hear an athlete’s opinion and hear the conflicting emotions that he went through as a young
athlete. I admire the fact that David felt glad that he lost the final elimination match because he didn’t think he
deserved to win after throwing the previous game.
I want to bring your attention to a small typo I found in the article. As a communication scholar I am especially
observant of these things. The sentence says “Even though I wasn’t very good at handball, the thought that I just
pretended to suck in order to have a favorable matchup in the elimination was killed me”. Other than that I enjoyed
David’s article and the rest of the Thursday issue.
Sincerely,
Annie Dahlke
Communication Studies
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Cal Bears slip by Spartans in sudden-victory
Visit Spartandaily.com
for video coverage
BY R AIN STITES
@Writeas_ Rain

While the sun beat down on
the stands, the No. 9-ranked San
Jose State University women’s water polo team took on the No. 4
University of California, Berkeley,
Saturday in a match that had the
crowd sweating up until the end.
“We’re two great teams that
have some solid shooters,” said
SJSU Head Coach Johnny Bega.
“Our goal is to press these guys
and keep the score low and just
go after them.”
In a close game the whole way
through, Cal beat SJSU in a sudden-victory period.
SJSU’s women’s water polo has
not seen a sudden-victory match
since 2001 and had only three
sudden-victory matches in its history, according to SJSU Athletics.
The Spartans started off strong
with the first goal scored by junior
Rae Lekness, followed by junior

Rain Stites | Spartan Daily
UC Berkeley senior Kelly McKee shoots for the goal as the Spartans attempt to block in the
Spartans’ 10–9 loss to the Golden Bears on Saturday at the SJSU Aquatic Center.
Bianca Seyfert scoring a second
goal less than 30 seconds later.
“Getting up to 3–0 was awesome. Cal’s a really good team …
it was back and forth all game,”
Lekness said.
The Spartans could only hold
No. 4 Cal scoreless for so long. The
Golden Bears fought back and
took a 6–4 lead before halftime.
Sophomore goalkeeper Kate-

Team
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SJSU

3

3

6

12

Alumni

6

4

0

10

lynn Thompson, made 10 saves
throughout the game, two of
which happened in the last moments of the fourth quarter,
giving the Spartans a chance to
overtake the Golden Bears.
With less than 30 seconds on
the clock in the fourth quarter,
Lekness tied the game, forcing
overtime with a score of 8–8.
Overtime, according to the

official rules of NCAA women's
water polo, is two full periods at
three minutes of play each. The
teams have that time to score as
many goals as they can.
Cal sophomore Roser Tarrago
scored in the first overtime period only to be matched by a goal
scored by SJSU sophomore Clara
Espar Llaquet in the second overtime period.

NCAA official rules state that
if the two teams remain tied at the
end of each overtime period, the
teams face off in what is referred
to as “sudden-victory” overtime.
This is intervals of three-minute
periods in which the teams play
until someone scores to break the
tie, at which point the game ends
even if this occurs before the
three minutes are up.
A scoreless first sudden-victory period forced the game into a
second round.
The cheering Spartan supporters went silent as Cal reserve
player sophomore Emily Loughlin
scored the game-winning goal.
The Golden Bears took the
victory over the Spartans with a
final score of 10–9.
“We were so close and it’s
heartbreaking to lose like that,”
sophomore Cara Robinson said,
“... but we can’t wait to come
back and play them again.”
The Spartans will take on the
Sun Devils in Tempe, Arizona,
next Saturday.
Rain Stites is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.
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Justin Edrington | Spartan Daily
Former and current Spartan
hockey players pose after the
annual SJSU hockey alumni
game that ended with the incumbent team winning 12–10 in a
physical game at Sharks’ Ice.

ALUMNI
FROM PAGE 1
The competition and grittiness came to
a climax when the alumni team had a player ejected for a hard foul during the second
period.
"It's just that competitive nature that
hockey players have," SJSU alumnus Ian
Fozzi said. "It's supposed to be fun but that
competitive edge starts to kick in. We're the
old guys, we set the tone and we want to
show these guys we can still play the game."
Fozzi played as a Spartan for two seasons
from 2005–07.
The alumni team led the game 6–3 after
the first period and 10–6 after the second,
until the incumbent Spartans scored six
straight goals in the third period.
The final goal was scored on an empty netter during the last few seconds of the
game after the alumni team pulled its goalie.
Center Schuyler Krawczuk fi nished
the season third in overall point for the
Spartans.
"We haven't skated together for a month
now so our first two periods were pretty
sloppy," Krawczuk said. "In the third we
ended up figuring it out."

Krawczuk had 16 goals and 15 assists in
the regular season.
Once the final whistle blew, both teams
were back to being friendly as they posed
and smiled for photographs together.
"What's fun is seeing guys I played with
for the first time in years," Fozzi said. "After
college everyone splits and goes their own
way. This is one of those rare opportunities
where we can all get together and hang out.
It's a lot of fun to be able to play with these
guys and have some laughs."
Alumnus Stephen Stickler played for the
Spartans from 2006–12 and played in four
national championships.
"I still live in the area so I came down to
support the team," Stickler said. "It's great to
see all the old guys I played with during my
six-year career."
The Spartans missed the playoffs this year
and finished the regular season 15–12–1.
The night ended with both the current
and former players swapping stories over
drinks in the dining area.
"I enjoy the game it's a good event to get
together with the guys who played in past
years," Murphy said.
Justin Edrington is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

